	
  

Brand Overview
Auto Ventshade’s (AVS) history dates back to 1935 as they were the innovator
of the original Ventvisor™ and the product category. Today, AVS is the
market’s leading automotive accessories brand offering the most functional
and stylish accessories for trucks, SUVs, CUVs and passenger cars sold
through national retailers, warehouse distributors and online retailers.
The product line includes the following categories: ventvisors/side window
deflectors, hood protection, light covers, exterior accessories, scoops, vents
and decals.

Product Categories
Ventvisors/Side Window
Deflectors
Hood Protection
Exterior Chrome Accessories
Interior Accessories
Light Covers
Scoops/Vents/Decals

Ventvisor/Side Window Deflector

This AVS signature product innovation is precision engineered for an exacting
fit to the broadest range of vehicle applications on the market today. Its unique design allows fresh air to
naturally circulate through open windows while still keeping the rain out, circulating stale air as well as
allowing drivers to keep their window cracked while parked keeping the interior cooler in extreme heat.
AVS offers drivers of trucks, SUVs, CUVs and passenger cars a variety of style choices to suit their
preferences and vehicles. Primary products include:
>The Original Ventvisor
>In-Channel Ventvisor

>Ventshade
>Low Profile Ventvisor

Hood Protection
AVS designers have painstakingly worked to create a series of hood protection products to complement
the contours of trucks, SUVs, CUVs and passenger cars. Products are not only designed to match your
vehicle profile, but also serve as tough hood and fender protection against bugs, dirt and debris – keeping
the hood looking showroom new. Primary products include:
>Bugflector
>Bugflector II
>Carflector

>Chrome Hood Shield
>Carflector
>Hoodflector

>Aeroskin

Exterior Chrome Accessories
AVS offers a series of chrome-finished stylish exterior accessories including door levers, door handles,
fuel door, tailgate and mirror covers.

Interior Accessories
AVS offers a series of interior doorsill protectors to prevent scratches and scuffs.

Light Covers
Our versatile line of light covers includes a range of styles for headlight accents and taillight covers
designed to provide tough protection and increased vehicle performance.

Scoops/Vents/Decals
AVS scoops and vents are manufactured to withstand years of exposure, adding high-performance and
style to any truck or SUV.

To see the full AVS product line, please visit www.lundinternational.com.

	
  

